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1)  Jan 2005 South Carolina  -  Scantron Exams -- Guy Albertelli
2) Summer Semester 2005 implemented for Chem110/111 -Gerrit Keizer
3) Chose to run 2 or 3 part exams in which 1st part is LON-CAPA and last part handwritten/
graded.
4) Similarly in the subsequent semesters.
5) Why?  Numerous reasons not necessarily individually compelling but collectively so.
!  a)  It becomes relatively e"ortless to generate new versions of exams, as needed.
       b)   Complete control over dynamically generated content.
       c)   Provides a permanent and cumulative association of assessment resources with 
statistics reflecting their e"ectiveness.
       d)   By creating and grading M/C exams in LON-
capa, we are now able to easily maintain a semi-quantitative evaluation of every Exam 
question, which can be readily reviewed when selecting questions for a new exam.
   



Building an Exam in Your Course

1.  Click Menu item: “Edit Course”

2.  Create a New Folder for the exam and rename it 
     e.g. “Final”

3.  Mark the folder as “hidden” from the students.

4.  Open the folder.

5.  Browse or Search the repository for resources of 
     type = “.problem” or “.exam” & import them into
     the folder.
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1) As I walk through the steps in assembling and grading a LON-CAPA/Scantron exam
I expect it will become apparent where the advantages lie.
2) Creating an exam is just the same as creating a homework sequence.
3) Four folders, one as just a place-holder for resources which are considering to use.
4) All hidden folders.  Click to enter.
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1) Use Title to add little self-reminders (since the title is not printed on the exam).
2) Would remove such comments IF we were to allow the students to access the exam online.
3) Recommend to use SEARCH to locate and choose new questions to add to the exam 
sequence.

CLICK on SEARCH
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1) Advanced search results (jumped over the input form of search criteria)
2) searched for EXAM resources owned by myself in the domain sfu -- 166 found.
3) Displayed in “Summary” view  sorted on descending Degree of Discrimination.
     (cumulative statistics are sortable /searchable items)
4) could try narrower search -- Compact View --  sorted on Degree of Di#culty instead.
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Note this search criteria narrowed to try to identify problems
 of reasonable di#culty 
with significant discrimination.
Also specified resources must have a Title.

Next we can look at Detailed Citation View to see, for individual question:
Number of student who have answered
Average tries = 1 for an exam.
Degree of discrimination
Degree of di#culty (fraction of respondents who got it wrong)

Can click on question to view samples, if I LIKE the question I add it to my shopping basket by 
checking the little box and eventually choosing to IMPORT all such selected resources.

Done assembling the Exam!
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Setting the Parameters

Globally set the parameter “question type” to “exam” 
(this is the default for a resource of mime type “.exam” ).

Globally or individually set “number of bubbles” parameter 
as you desire, subject to the limitations necessitated by the 
layout of your Scantrontm  form.    

e.g. If you set “number of bubbles=5” then each question will 
be presented with 5 choices, 4 of which are distractors.
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Two important parameters:
1) Just in case one wants to import resources of mime type .problem as well as .exam,
should always globally set “question type” = “exam” so that all resources are rendered as M/C 
exam questions.

2) Set “Number of Bubbles” = a value consistent with the scantrom bubble sheet format you 
are going to use.



How Exam Questions will be 
Scored

Exam questions are rendered, and printed, as multiple choice (“1-of-N correct” - 
radiobutton or bubble) questions, the responses to which are uploaded as the file 
output of a Scantrontm reader.

Distractors for numericalresponse problems are generated pseudo-randomly 
unless the resource has been coded to produce specific algorithmically wrong 
answers. (preferred) 

Radiobutton- and numericalresponse types are graded as they would be 
for normal homework problems  (i.e. full credit or none)

Individual optionresponse, matchresponse  or rankresponse problems,  are 
rendered as a series of individually numbered statements (foils), each requiring a 
separate choice of bubble, as though for distinct questions, on the Scantrontm  
form.
 
Internally, LON-CAPA still handles the question as a unit, but partial credit is 
assigned based upon the responses to the individual “foils”.

Essay- and stringresponses may be included but must be manually graded, 
and marks input using the grading interface.  
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Most of the various response types will then be rendered as multiple-choice 
questions automatically.

Numerical response, distractors chosen pseudo-randomly, or according to 
specified algorithms in the resource code.

Scored as usualy: full credit or none.

Leniently graded response types garner partial credit for the student.

Essay, string, or formula response type may be included but need to be 
handgraded.



Options for Administering a Coded Set 
of 

Randomly Generated Exam Papers

Fully randomized -- every student gets a ‘different’ 
LON-CAPA exam -- (used at MSU and elsewhere).

N chosen versions (e.g. N=4) to permit quality control/
post-analysis.  (used at SFU Chem Dept).

Students “bubble-in” a code specifying their exam 
version.

Pre-print bubbles for student IDs and exam version 
codes directly onto Scantrontm sheets and collate them 
with the corresponding LON-CAPA exam papers.

Pre-assigned seating and exam version with photo-ID 
bubblesheets for a Final exam.
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1.Full randomization of personalized versions, used elsewhere.  
2.Our study used only 4 versions of each exam.
3.For final exams we usually use a laser printer to pre-bubble the student ID and exam 
version directly onto the bubble sheets.  
4.We then setup the room according to a pre-designed seating plan, matching the bubble 
sheets with correct versions of the exam.



Seating Plans
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1. Prepare seating plans/room maps showing the distribution of di"erent exam versions to 
minimize lines of sight.
2. Lay out collated exams and personalized bubble sheets in advance and seat students 
according to the design.
3. Three people can set up this room in 10-15 minutes 
4. Students can find their exam and seat themselves in 5-10 minutes.
5. Simplifies attendance and identity checking.
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1. On a midterm, time is short, so we cannot prepare the room and allow for assigned seat 
location.
2. Therefore use generic bubble sheet on which student identifies both themselves
3. AND their exam version
4.Note “Special Code”  -- four digit number identifying which version of the exam they have.
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1. For final exams, lots of time.
2.Use preassigned seats and photo-personalized bubblesheets.
3.Use laser printer to generate these on custom scantron form.
4.Student ID and exam version already bubbled.
5. E"ective.
6.NEXT: How to prepare the printout of the exam versions.



Generating Printouts 
for Sets of CODE-Identified Exams
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1. Start by Navigating to any question in the exam sequence.
2. click on printer icon.... (wait for it)
3.Choose to print a Coded Set of Exams for selected problems in the sequence (will select all 
of them).
4.Choose 1-column format. 
5.Click “NEXT”
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1.Choose how many di"erent version you want.
2. Give a NAME by which this set of versions will be identified.
3.specify the Bubble sheet type (more about that later)
4. Click “NEXT” again.  Two more clicks to accept defaults then...
5.DONE! Get a pdf of exam paper for each or all of the coded versions.
6.NOW, how do these questions appear and how are they graded??  -- a couple of examples.



Optionresponse Question
as Printed Exam Question
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1.Optionresponse problem, as homework must make all choices and submit at once for full 
credit or none...
2. as Exam, each “Foil” is treated as an individual M/C question and fractional credit given for 
each.
3. Described in the Course Coordinators Manual as “Lenient Grading”.
4.Note: 4-digit code  identifying which version of the exam this is.
5.Next: numericalresponse.
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Numerical Question

Rendered for Exam 

as Printed 
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1. Homework numerical question, direct number entered... no choices, must be correct, no 
guessing.
2. As Exam question (still html), distractors and correct alternates presented for M/C.
3. Shown, as printed.
4.So, a printout is produced for the required number of version and the test is administered.
5.Bubble sheets are passed through a Scantron Reader and a text file containing their choices 
is produced.
6.These can be of di"erent formats and contents depending upon the form used and  
practice at your institution or department.
7.NEXT: How do you get LON-CAPA to grade the Scantron reader output?
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Previously, the format of the Scantrontm output file was specified on the 
LON-CAPA server by a record in the (self-commented) file:

 /home/httpd/lonTab/scantronformat.tab

The relevant record in this file might look something like this:

sfuchemcode:sfuchem default:number:26:4:31:9:41:1: :number:1:19:21:4:1:19

Scantrontm output, compatible with this "sfuchem default" format, for an 
exam of 23,  5-option questions (choices: A,B,C,D,E) could look like this:

123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 

Self-Identification Sect CODE StudentID Responses..............

ALBERTELLI GUY II   C102 1944 4x1075740 25131551355313444222331

BATCHELOR ?AY            433? 222222222 4433?123232133215433 3?

BERRYMAN FELICIA    C106 1944 4x1098646 25131551355313444222331

CHIN FRED           D101 4337 4x1045623 54332123454433215433212

KEIZER GERRIT       D100 6450 4x1024351 34235511125442513233123

KORTEMEYER GERD     C100 6450 4x1078753 33333333333333333333333

KORTELING RALPH     D102 6964 4x1062258 12142135314211315113221

MACFARLANE KEN      D102 6964 4x1062259 11142135314211315113225

RAEBURN STUART      C100 1944 4x1025674 25431551345313454232331

The above record specifies that the Scantron 
output file will be formated as below and that the 

corresponding fields will be assigned distinct 
purposes in the LON-CAPA grading interface.

How LON-CAPA Exam Grading Works
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1. Output produce by a reader like the one shown (costs $5500 + $900 for software)
2.Note the exam code.
3.Responses correspond to choices A,B,C,D, or E.
4.Note bubbling errors in record for second student.

#name:description:CODE type:CODEstart:CODElength:IDstart:IDlength:

Qstart:Qlength:Qoff:Qon:PaperID:PaperIDlength:FirstName:FirstNamelength:

LastName:LastNamelength

#CODE type can be either 'none' 'letter' 'number' 

#Qon can be either the symbol that says a bubble has been selected,

#    'letter' (for when the selected letter appears, or

#     'number' for when a number indicating the selected letter appears

The above record says that:
 -The exam version code is represented as 4 numerical digits starting in column 26.
 -The student ID is 9 characters in length, staring in column 31.
 -Answers to multiple choice questions are 1 character in length each starting in 
  column 41 up to ?
 -These characters are “numbers”: 1=A, 2=B 3=C etc up to 9=I 
  (other characters or spaces can be optionally assigned as “missed bubbles”).
 -The bubbled characters denoting the student's self-identification are in columns 1-19,
  and a further 4 characters in 21-24 for special purposes
 -In this case the same 19 characters are used to identify both the paper and the 
  student.



To Grade, Start from any Question 
in the Exam Sequence
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1. Starting from any Question in the exam sequence:
2. Click on Grading Icon. (wait for it)
3.Will go to the Grading interface associated with this problem and the enclosing sequence.
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1. Click on last option -- Grade/Manage Scantron Forms
2. Goes to a web form where you can upload the file output by the “Sheet-Reader” machine.
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1. Browse your local computer for the Scantron Reader output txt file.
2. Click “Upload Scantron Data”
3. Now ensure that you have selected the correct:

1. Sequence to grade (i.e. “Final”)
2. Filename of the data file just uploaded.
3. Format as specified in the scantronformat.tab file
4. The saved name of the set of Exam version codes (4-digit identifiers) for this exam.
5. Choose that each CODE can be used for more than one student.
6.Click Grading: Validate Scantron Records.
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One chance to Back OUT... click Grading: Validate Records to proceed.
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1. Records with an bubbling error.
2.Exam version does not match any in the set of CODES specified.
3.Student probably double-bubbled the last digit, hence the “?”.
4. Options o"ered for recovery:

1. finds nearest match in the set of CODES
2. allows you to grade against whatever code the student did bubble
3.O"ers you a list of all CODES in the set  from which you can choose one.
4.Allows you to input your own choice of CODE.

5.Click Continue, once having selected the appropriate CODE for this student.
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1. Error detected for student who double-bubbled answers to M/C questions 5 & 23.
2.Options to choose a specific response (up to J) 
3.or “No Bubble” which is generally the preferred choice here.
4. Click “Continue”.
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Reports student having left unbubbled one question #21.
Choose “No bubble” again.
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1.Last chance to back out!!
2.If OK then click “Start Grading”.
3.You do not want to repeat grading, because these are student submissions, and if you 
grade more than once due to mistakes, then you will find that each student has been 
attributed with having made more than 1 try.
4.This impacts the stored statistics on the problem adversely.
5.Important to keep these stats pristine so that they will become valid indices of the quality 
and reliability of the individual resources.
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1. Takes some time to store grades in distributed database. Tolerable.
2.DONE GRADING -- NEXT the results.  this slide  automatically transitions to next slide.
3.WAIT FOR IT (about 5 seconds while in this presentation).



Next:  View the Grades

Main Menu/Grading and Statistics/
View the course assessment progress chart
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Grading & Statistics -- Course Progress Chart
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1.Selected to view results for my “test” section of 9 fictional students.
2.Final exam only.
3.Scores per problem.
4.Note that I made no attempt to input correct answers, 
5.therefore these represent “guessing” scores
6. and a “guessing” average.... a little higher than statistical, but a small group.
7.Next: STATS for this EXAM.



Real Exam Statistics -- 93 Students
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1. Click to scroll to show full list. 
2. Actual STATS for the 20 exam questions for a class of 93 students.
3. KR-21 reliability index (for what it’s worth).
4.All problems have positive and even good degrees of discrimination.
5.Di#culty level is high for some problems.
6.Since Exam has only 1 try, di#culty level equates to fraction of class getting the question 
wrong.
7.How do these results compare with Historical results for the same resources?
8.Been using these for 9 semesters now, same instructor.
9.Next slide shows dynamic meta data for Q19 which was used in 6 of those semesters.
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Summary Stats for an Individual Question:
Q#19.   “Mass Volume and Keq”
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1. Stats averaged over all students summarized in grey fields.
2.Number of students
3.Tries =1 exactly.
4. Relatively high di#culty
5. Good degree of discrimination
6. Stats for individual semester/classes listed for 5 semesters at the bottom.
7.Note that consistency is reasonable.
8.Next: Does the consistency extend to all the questions used in this particular exam?



Calculate Statistics for Exam
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1. Note that the correlation predicts the actual exam results quite well.
2. It appears we can use the average historical degree of di#culty for all questions in the 
exam to predict the average score and distribution.
3.Means that the resource (randomized) is robust over several semesters.
4.But what about guessing?  Can we avoid M/C and still machine grade?



Numerical Submissions
Posed & Scored directly -- not M/C
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1.  SFU Chemistry Scientific Notation bubble sheet.
2.Allows you to pose and machine read actual numerical responses without having to resort 
to M/C.
3.Little project to incorporate the facility to upload such a file of data as direct responses to 
numerical questions.
4.Consider the huge number of numerical problems in LON-CAPA this could be very 
advantageous for exam designers.
5.That’s all.... reflect on the impact of guessing on individual exam results and learning.



Conference Evaluation Survey

Questionaire & bubble sheet in your folio.

Return penciled sheets to IRMACS Reception.

Or later, online, in LON-CAPA, using the login 

info from your bubble sheet as follows:

Username: Responsexx
                  (where xx=”01” thru “52”)

Password: RySz
                 (y=”1” - “6”; z=”1” - “10”)
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